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Valencia is an exciting place to be for all sorts of attraction as it offers a wide spectrum of fun and
thrills for the day and night.

Nightlife

Tourism in Valencia can be found in the vibrant nightlife of activities available. Valencia is a popular
haunt for nightlife with its numerous discotheques and night cafÃ©s where there is constant music
played from sunset till dawn. A lot of tourists frequent these vibrant spots which are usually found in
the cityâ€™s outskirts and suburbs.

Hence, they are close to many beaches which make the atmosphere even more lively and fun.
These night spots are usually crowded with tourists during the weekends as the vibrant nightlife
draws the locals and tourists naturally like bees to honey. A lot of locals can be found outside
reveling during the weekend evenings.

The dynamic nightlife brings on the heat where clubbing is a must activity in Valencia. Most tourists
love to enjoy their sunset dinners near the beachfront before heading down to one of the discos or
bars for a cool drink at the beach.

Gastronomic choices

Another form of tourism in Valencia is the wide range of gastronomy available. The province offers
plenty of local cuisine and international choices although many tourists take on the local fare quickly
for their sumptuous tastes.

One of the favorite local cuisines is the paella which is a typical Valencian rice dish with chicken or
rabbit and vegetables. Paella comes in many variations depending on its preparation of rice mixes
and other diverse ingredients. There is the meat paella, the mixed paella and the seafood paella
offering that would delight the tourist.

Another popular rice dish comes with beet, spinach or cuttlefish that is baked in a traditional oven
using an earthenware dish that is a local favorite by Valencian families. Those who do not prefer the
rice menu may choose the â€œfideuÃ¡â€• which is a noodle base staple food with seafood.

Various regions of Valencia offer differing characteristic dishes with the more popular ones like
â€œgazpachoâ€• which is a cold soup of tomatoes, bread, garlic, salt, vinegar and oil; however, it is cooked
over a fire with wheat flour that comes out like shepherdâ€™s pie.

Meat is a favorite ingredient in most Valencia dishes. The olla churra is a pork dish with black
pudding pieces while the gachas is a bowl of porridge with pork pieces.

The Valencian community love grilled lamb chops, grilled sausages like chorizo which is a spiced
variety of pork sausage with black pudding. Other forms of meat dishes include morcilla and
longaniza which refers to the long and thin types of sausages in Valencia.
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